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The book examines the activities of often highly controversial investment funds, namely private equity, hedge funds, and sovereign
wealth funds, and addresses widespread claims that these funds have adverse effects on companies and their employees.
Dedicated chapters on the US, UK Australia, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, Poland, and Japan examine the importance of
these funds and considers the evidence relating to their effects on work and employment.
Deals with the alignment of IT and business of Private Equity. This book introduces IT professionals to the concepts of the
business of Private Equity. It includes chapters which cover the following topics: overview of the Private Equity industry; sources of
funds for investing; types of funds; and, industry sectors.
The past two decades has witnessed unprecedented changes in the corporate governance landscape in Europe, the US and Asia.
Across many countries, activist investors have pursued engagements with management of target companies. More recently, the
role of the hostile activist shareholder has been taken up by a set of hedge funds. Hedge fund activism is characterized by
mergers and corporate restructuring, replacement of management and board members, proxy voting, and lobbying of
management. These investors target and research companies, take large positions in `their stock, criticize their business plans
and governance practices, and confront their managers, demanding action enhancing shareholder value. This book analyses the
impact of activists on the companies that they invest, the effects on shareholders and on activists funds themselves. Chapters
examine such topic as investors' strategic approaches, the financial returns they produce, and the regulatory frameworks within
which they operate. The chapters also provide historical context, both of activist investment and institutional shareholder passivity.
The volume facilitates a comparison between the US and the EU, juxtaposing not only regulatory patterns but investment styles.
A new, lucid approach to the formulation of accounting policies for tax reporting Unraveling the layers of complexity surrounding
the formulation of accounting policies for tax reporting, Taxation of US Investment Partnerships and Hedge Funds: Accounting
Policies, Tax Allocations and Performance Presentation enables your corporation to implement sound up-front accounting and tax
policies in order to reduce the overall cost of CFO and legal functions within a U.S. Investment partnership. Understand the pitfalls
and optimize across legitimate policies that are consistent with the IRS regulations Presents a clear roadmap for accounting, tax
policies, tax filing and performance presentation for US investment partnerships and hedge funds Providing tremendous
understanding to a complex topic, Taxation of US Investment Partnerships and Hedge Funds is guaranteed to demystify the inner
workings of the formulation of accounting policies for tax reporting.
This unique and detailed Handbook provides a comprehensive source of analysis and research on alternative investment funds in
the EU, the US and other leading jurisdictions. Expert contributors offer an unparalleled perspective on the contemporary
alternative funds industry, the main areas of regulatory policy concern surrounding its activities, and the role that alternative funds
have played in recent financial crises, as well as an account of the rules governing their operation in selected jurisdictions.
Providing insight and analysis of the contemporary investment funds industry at a time of crisis and transition, the Research
Handbook on Hedge Funds, Private Equity and Alternative Investments will be a valuable tool for scholars, practitioners and
policymakers alike.
The dismal truth about hedge funds and how investors can get a greater share of the profits Shocking but true: if all the money
that's ever been invested in hedge funds had been in treasury bills, the results would have been twice as good. Although hedge
fund managers have earned some great fortunes, investors as a group have done quite poorly, particularly in recent years.
Plagued by high fees, complex legal structures, poor disclosure, and return chasing, investors confront surprisingly meager
results. Drawing on an insider's view of industry growth during the 1990s, a time when hedge fund investors did well in part
because there were relatively few of them, The Hedge Fund Mirage chronicles the early days of hedge fund investing before
institutions got into the game and goes on to describe the seeding business, a specialized area in which investors provide venture
capital-type funding to promising but undiscovered hedge funds. Today's investors need to do better, and this book highlights the
many subtle and not-so-subtle ways that the returns and risks are biased in favor of the hedge fund manager, and how investors
and allocators can redress the imbalance. The surprising frequency of fraud, highlighted with several examples that the author was
able to avoid through solid due diligence, industry contacts, and some luck Why new and emerging hedge fund managers are
where generally better returns are to be found, because most capital invested is steered towards apparently safer but less
profitable large, established funds rather than smaller managers that evoke the more profitable 1990s Hedge fund investors have
had it hard in recent years, but The Hedge Fund Mirage is here to change that, by turning the tables on conventional wisdom and
putting the hedge fund investor back on top.
Unfairly reviled, and much misunderstood, private equity differs from all other asset classes in various important respects, not least
the way in which its fund mechanisms operate, and the way in which its returns are recorded and analysed. Sadly, high level asset
allocation decisions are frequently made on the basis of prejudice and misinformation, rather than a proper appreciation of the
facts. Guy Fraser-Sampson draws upon more than twenty years of experience of the private equity industry to provide a practical
guide to mastering the intricacies of this highly specialist asset class. Aimed equally at investors, professionals and business
school students, it starts with such fundamental questions as ’what is private equity?’ and progresses to detailed consideration of
different types of private equity activity such as venture capital and buyout. Rapid and significant changes in the environment
during the recent financial crisis have prompted the need for a new edition. Separate chapters have been added on growth and
development capital, as well as secondary investing. Newly emergent issues are considered, such as lengthening holding periods
and the possible threat of declining returns. Particular problems, such as the need to distinguish between private equity and hedge
funds, are addressed. The glossary has also been expanded. In short, readers will find that this new edition takes their
understanding of the asset class to new heights. Key points include: A glossary of private equity terms Venture capital Buyout
Growth capital Development capital Secondary investing Understanding private equity returns Analysing funds and returns How to
plan a fund investment programme Detailed discussion of industry performance figures
An in-depth look at the role of asset allocation in today's investment environment In Modern Asset Allocation author Richard
Marston shows you how to jump back into the market with the reminder that the key to investing is to do it for the long-run. And in
looking at investing for the long-term, what matters most is asset allocation. This reliable resource offers a fresh look at asset
allocation, and discusses its importance in today's investment environment. Along the way, it examines how returns on stocks,
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bonds, international equities, hedge funds, real estate, commodities, and the like all increase and are of added value to a portfolio
when they are strategically allocated. Examines all of the major asset classes that go into modern portfolios and asks how much
they add to portfolio diversification Addresses the issues financial professionals face when attempting to provide diversified
portfolios for their clients Based on sessions that Richard Marston has developed for the CIMA program Asset allocation is still
thriving as a method to achieve long-term profitability. This book contains the insights that you need to excel at this endeavor.
Usually, private equity firms take control of firms which are privately held, and tend to act hidden. But, in recent years, the rising
phenomenon of private investments in publicly listed companies, so-called PIPEs, could be observed. At first, this seems to be
inconsistent but, it could become a perfect way to generate good returns. This book gives an overview about the PIPE market, and
then focuses on the role of private equity funds. How do they invest in publicly listed firms? And what are their motivations? Is the
overall performance of PIPE deals superior to those of traditional private deals? PIPE deals have much in common with typical
venture capital deals with regard to the young and high-risk nature of target companies, and the minority ownership position.
Surprisingly, buyout funds are relatively more engaged in PIPEs than venture funds are. The author analyzes deal sizes, industry
sectors, holding periods, IRRs and multiples of public deals, and comparable private deals with a unique data sample on
transaction level. Finally, he discusses other possible motives for private equity firms to engage in these deals: improved liquidity,
fast process of deal execution, access to certain markets, avoidance of takeover premiums and the thesis of an escape-strategy
for surplus investment money.
During the past few decades, private equity (PE) has attracted considerable attention from investors, practitioners, and
academicians. In fact, a substantial literature on PE has emerged. PE offers benefits for institutional and private wealth
management clients including diversification and enhancement of risk-adjusted returns. However, the lack of transparency,
regulatory restrictions, and liquidity concerns that exist for some PE options limit their attractiveness for some investors. Private
Equity: Opportunities and Risks offers a synthesis of the theoretical and empirical literature on PE in both emerging and developed
markets. The book examines PE and provides important insights about topics such as major types of PE (venture capital,
leveraged, buyouts, mezzanine capital, and distressed debt investments), how PE works, performance and measurement, uses
and structure, and trends. Readers can gain an in-depth understanding about PE from academics and practitioners from around
the world. Private Equity: Opportunities and Risks provides a fresh look at the intriguing yet complex subject of PE. A group of
renowned experts take readers through the core topics and issues of PE, and also examine the latest trends and cutting-edge
developments in the field. Additionally, discussion of research on PE permeates the book. The coverage extends from discussing
basic concepts and their application to increasingly complex and real-world situations. Thus, this volume spans the gamut from
theoretical to practical, while offering a useful balance of detailed and user-friendly coverage. This fresh and intriguing examination
of PE is essential reading for anyone hoping to gain a better understanding of PE, from seasoned professionals to those aspiring
to enter the demanding world of finance.
“This book is extremely helpful in that is does exactly what the author set out to do, filling a void as a guide to the wide range of
fund and fund manager structures. Breaking down jargon across this range, the reader gains a good understanding of the industry
and is given insights into the relationships between the different players and structures, including how tax and regulatory regimes
impact them. It is a book I will often revisit for specific chapters and will happily recommend to colleagues, clients, and others in
the industry.” —Richard Jobling, Partner, HedgeStart Partners LLP “Matthew Hudson is one of the pioneers of the Private Equity
industry. He played a leading role in the development of many of the legal terms and precedents that we GPs take for granted in
our deals and fundraising. Matthew is highly regarded as a straight talking, no nonsense lawyer and it is gratifying to see that this
style pervades this important book. At a time when the industry is beset by heavy handed regulation it is useful to have a book that
explains clearly and concisely just how the structures used in the PE industry work.” —Wol Kolade, Managing Partner, ISIS Equity
Partners “This easy to use reference work is a further example of Matthew Hudson’s practical contribution to the Private Equity
and Alternatives Fund Management industries. As a mini encyclopaedia on the subject of international fund structuring, the book
provides access for legal and non-legal people alike, to a well laid out, comprehensive and simply communicated universe of
possibilities. This demystification is most welcome in an area often overcomplicated by lawyers, and regarded with trepidation by
GPs.” —Jane Crawford, Partner, Chamonix Private Equity LLP
How to diagnose and monitor key hedge fund operational risks With the various scandals taking place with hedge funds, now more
than ever, both financial and operational risks must be examined. Revealing how to effectively detect and evaluate oftenoverlooked operational risk factors in hedge funds, such as multi-jurisdictional regulatory coordination, organizational nesting, and
vaporware, Hedge Fund Operational Due Diligence includes real-world examples drawn from the author's experiences dealing
with the operational risks of a global platform of over 80 hedge funds, funds of hedge funds, private equity, and real estate
managers.
The rapid growth of so-called alternative investments has led to an enormous increase of the money invested in private equity and
hedge funds. Both industries have experienced a number of very successful years recently and, as a consequence, have had no
difficulty in attracting new funds for their respective investment vehicles. Nevertheless, both hedge funds and private equity firms
face a number of challenges. In difficult financial market conditions, both industries will still need to provide their investors with
sustainable returns in order to justify the sizeable fees earned. In this respect, certain experts have pointed towards a growing
convergence of private equity and hedge fund approaches to investing. The convergence between hedge funds and private equity
can appear in a number of various forms - such as the launch of in-house hedge funds by private equity firms or more long-term
private equity-style investing by hedge funds. This paper aims to define the unclear notion of convergence by analyzing a wide
array of different strategic moves taking place in the private equity and hedge fund industries. It provides an analysis of the
different challenges and drivers that may intensify such a development and looks into potential implications from the growing
approximation between these different innovators in finance.
A step-by-step guide to develop a flexible comprehensive operational due diligence program for private equity and real estate
funds Addressing the unique aspects and challenges associated with performing operational due diligence review of both private
equity and real estate asset classes, this essential guide provides readers with the tools to develop a flexible comprehensive
operational due diligence program for private equity and real estate. It includes techniques for analyzing fund legal documents and
financial statements, as well as methods for evaluating operational risks concerning valuation methodologies, pricing
documentation and illiquidity concerns. Covers topics including fund legal documents and financial statement analysis techniques
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Includes case studies in operational fraud Companion website includes sample checklists, templates, spreadsheets, and links to
laws and regulations referenced in the book Equips investors with the tools to evaluate liquidity, valuation, and documentation Also
by Jason Scharfman: Hedge Fund Operational Due Diligence: Understanding the Risks Filled with case studies, this book is
required reading for private equity and real estate investors, as well as fund managers and service providers, for performing due
diligence on the noninvestment risks associated with private equity and real estate funds.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Building on the success of the author’s previous book Beyond the J Curve:Managing a Portfolio of Venture Capital and Private
Equity Funds, this work covers new and additional material and offers advanced guidance on the practical questions faced by
institutions when setting up and managing a successful private equity investment programme. Written from the practitioner’s
viewpoint, the book offers private equity and venture capital professionals an advanced guide that will make high return targets
more realistic and sustainable. Factors that can sometimes cause institutions to shy away from venture capital are the industry’s
opaque track record, unclear valuations and risks, perceived lack of transparency as well as the significant entry barriers to
overcome before tangible results show. These issues are all addressed in details with practical solutions to the problems. Among
other topics J-Curve Exposure includes discussions of: Experiences with the adoption of the International Private Equity and
Venture Capital Valuation Guidelines to address fair value under IFRS. Approaches for splitting and prioritizing distributions from
private equity funds. Techniques for track record analysis and other tools to help limited partners in their due diligence.
Approaches to dealing with uncertainty, the relevance of real options, and co-investments and side funds as advanced portfolio
management techniques. Questions related to limited partner decision making fallacies and how to manage portfolios of VC funds.
Securitization backed by portfolios of investments in private equity funds. Real life case studies illustrate the issues relevant for the
practitioner.
A career in Hedge fund IT offers one of the best opportunities to work with the brightest and best in the financial services industry.
This book covers the following topics: an overview of the hedge fund industry; trends in hedge funds; the business environment in
hedge funds; and major players in the hedge fund industry.
In recent times, venture capital and private equity funds have become household names, but so far little has been written for the
investors in such funds, the so-called limited partners. There is far more to the management of a portfolio of venture capital and
private equity funds than usually perceived. Beyond the J Curve describes an innovative toolset for such limited partners to design
and manage portfolios tailored to the dynamics of this market place, going far beyond the typical and often-simplistic recipe to 'go
for top quartile funds'. Beyond the J Curve provides the answers to key questions, including: Why 'top-quartile' promises should be
taken with a huge pinch of salt and what it takes to select superior fund managers? What do limited partners need to consider
when designing and managing portfolios? How one can determine the funds' economic value to help addressing the questions of
'fair value' under IAS 39 and 'risk' under Basel II or Solvency II? Why is monitoring important, and how does a limited partner
manage his portfolio? How the portfolio's returns can be improved through proper liquidity management and what to consider
when over-committing? And, why uncertainty rather than risk is an issue and how a limited partner can address and benefit from
the fast changing private equity environment? Beyond the J Curve takes the practitioner's view and offers private equity and
venture capital professionals a comprehensive guide making high return targets more realistic and sustainable. This book is a
must have for all parties involved in this market, as well as academic and students.
The Goal of this Book: The goal of this book is to give you two things regarding hedge funds, private equity, and other asset
management firms. Two things that anybody can learn and then use to talk about with their friends and coworkers. The first is the
knowledge - a foundation tool set of key words, industry phrases and financial concepts made clear in plain english. This book
puts meanings and understanding to terms you may have already heard in finance but did not quite understand. There is no math
and there are no equations. This is not an academic paper nor does it want to be. The goal is to help you grasp that concepts. Just
interesting stories and detailed explanations to get you familiar with a variety of topics: * How hedge and private equity funds are
structured * Who their investors are * Pension funds and endowments. The model practiced by the $20 billion Yale Endowment
and the $650 billion Norway Pension Fund * Fund investing strategies. Event-driven (including IPOs, splits and spinoffs), merger
arbitrage, private equity type sidepockets, and more * Junk bonds, options, swaps, and other derivatives * Leveraged buyouts and
other types of private equity investing * Venture capital funds and big changes affecting the venture capital industryThe second
thing you get makes this more than just a compilation of Wikipedia articles. Imagine yourself sitting next to a fund or an investor in
a fund and observing them do something or make a move. Sure you want to know "what" they did but the stuff that would be truly
interesting is the "why". What is going through their head in doing this? This book walks you through it all so that you get to take in
the mindsets, perspectives and incentives of the fund's managers, investors and more. There is a whole lot more strategy going on
than what you might at first think. It does not matter who you are: A student in school thinking about joining the alternative asset
management industry, a retiree who wants to know more about these weird fund things, or a person who works with or near a
hedge fund but has no idea what they really do. Does not matter. The only thing you need to have is a desire to start learning. If
you are familiar with some of it, you can build on it here. If you are beginning from scratch (just as I myself was), you are in good
hands.About 3.0: The third version of From Zero to Sixty is an update on many of the growing trends in hedge funds and private
equity from the rise and fall of global macro investing to the emergence of sovereign wealth funds as the most powerful investing
entities on Earth. Performance figures and statistics are updated. New concepts like short squeezes are brought to light. It is more
of what you want to know. Despite the 3.0 moniker and the new cover, this book's goal remains the same: Bring people up to
speed on a fast-moving and complicated industry full of difficult lingo. This book is an education, a learning course set up with you
in mind. That has not changed. The world changes every day. This book wants you to help you keep up with it.
The ultimate guide to dealing with hedge fund risk in a post-Great Recession world Hedge funds have been faced with a variety of
new challenges as a result of the ongoing financial crisis. The simultaneous collapse of major financial institutions that were their
trading counterparties and service providers, fundamental and systemic increases in market volatility and illiquidity, and
unrelenting demands from investors to redeem their hedge fund investments have conspired to make the climate for hedge funds
extremely uncomfortable. As a result, many funds have failed or been forced to close due to poor performance. Managing Hedge
Fund Risk and Financing: Adapting to a New Era brings together the many lessons learned from the recent crisis. Advising hedge
fund managers and CFOs on how to manage the risk of their investment strategies and structure relationships to best insulate
their firms and investors from the failures of financial counterparties, the book looks in detail at the various methodologies for
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managing hedge fund market, credit, and operational risks depending on the hedge fund's investment strategy. Also covering best
practice ISDA, Prime Brokerage, Fee and Margin Lock Up, and including tips for Committed Facility lending contracts, the book
includes everything you need to know to learn from the events of the past to inform your future hedge fund dealings. Shows how to
manage hedge fund risk through the application of financial risk modelling and measurement techniques as well as the structuring
of financial relationships with investors, regulators, creditors, and trading counterparties Written by a global finance expert, David
Belmont, who worked closely with hedge fund clients during the crisis and experienced first hand what works Explains how to profit
from the financial crisis In the wake of the Financial Crisis there have been calls for more stringent management of hedge fund
risk, and this timely book offers comprehensive guidelines for CFOs looking to ensure world-class levels of corporate governance.
Master's Thesis from the year 2005 in the subject Business economics - Investment and Finance, grade: 1.0, Otto Beisheim
School of Management Vallendar, course: Doppeldiplomprogramm WHU Koblenz / EM Lyon, 60 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: Private equity is currently replacing hedge funds as the most observed asset class. And while mutual
funds experience a decline of assets under management, buyout funds break all records as far as fund raising is concerned. The
attractiveness of buyout funds among investors is often attributed to superior returns and to an allegedly lower correlation with
other asset classes. However, buyout fund returns also show superior volatility. In addition to that risk factor, investors must face
liquidity and transparency risk. It is common agreement that investors are compensated for the elevated risk through a return
premium. This and the cited lower correlation prompt more and more investors to add private equity into their portfolios. The widespread opinion of superior private equity performance is backed by several studies. But the analysis of these studies reveal that a
number of them employ methodologies which are disapproved of by experts on theoretical private equity performance
measurement. Furthermore, some have a one-sided notion of financial performance. Benchmarking, risk and correlation data
which are crucial for an overall performance assessment often lack. The analysis of a series of technically appropriate, objective
studies shows that private equity has historically outperformed public equity with regard to returns, in Europe more than in the
United States (US). What remains unsolved is to which extent this return premium rewards the inherent, additional risk of private
equity investments. And what is more certain: the prevalent view on correlation seems to be wrong. Empirical evidence and
qualitative analysis speak for high correlation between private equity and the major asset classes. The most important driver for
individual fund performance appears to be the quality of fund management. Thereby, specialized teams outperform others.
Moreover, specialized funds provide investors better opportunity to diversify their private equity portfolio. Fundraising and
investment conditions for private equity funds in France and Germany are favorable, but the accomplishment of superior
performance will become harder in the future. The rules of the private equity business are changing as operating leverage has
replaced financial leverage as the essential value driver.
FundsPrivate Equity, Hedge and All Core StructuresJohn Wiley & Sons
This description of the symbiotic relationships among investment banks, hedge funds, and private equity firms shows students how
firms simultaneously compete and cooperate. The author has captured the ways these firms are reinventing themselves in the
post-crash regulatory environment and, through ten extensive cases, the ways in which they are increasing their power and
influence. Emphasizes the needs for capital, sources of capital, and the process of getting capital to those who need it. Integrates
into the chapters ten cases about recent transactions, along with case notes and questions Accompanies cases with spreadsheets
for readers to create their own analytical frameworks and consider choices and opportunities.
The definitive guide on fund and asset managers worldwide Fund Managers: The Complete Guide is an all-encompassing
overview of fund and asset managers around the globe. The only comprehensive guide on the subject, this book covers both the
fund manager and the market as a whole while providing insights from current and future fund managers and leaders in the
technology industry from the UK, EU and US. Focused examination of the fund managers and their investors – the categories of
manager, the asset classes they participate in, how they are using technology and their views on the market – complements a
wider survey of the market that includes upcoming changes to regulation, taxation and political shifts in the Western world. The
asset management industry continues to undergo significant changes that rise from the Global Financial Crisis and its recovery,
the recent technology boom and political fluctuations that have altered the way business is conducted in financial markets around
the world. Questions concerning China and Asia’s rise, Trumpian influence in America and post-Brexit UK-EU relations
underscore the contemporary relevance of Fund Managers: The Complete Guide to current and future discourse within the
industry. This important volume: Explains worldwide roles, purposes and operations of asset managers including how local culture
influences their strategies Examines different types of assets and asset-management strategies Investigates the influence of
macroeconomic and political factors such as governance and regulation, international taxation, anti-globalisation and populism
Illustrates the impact of technology and its disruptive products and players Describes the different types of investor investing in the
managers’ funds and how they view the industry Future-gazes over the ten years and beyond for the industry Fund Managers:
The Complete Guide is the authoritative resource for anyone who requires an overview of the asset management industry and upto-date insights on current and future trends and practices. The book also complements the author’s earlier work Funds: Private
Equity, Hedge and All Core Structures.
The Definitive 4-in-1 Reference Guide to Alternative Assets Many books cover individual alternative asset classes, but noneoffers a
comprehensive examination of the four major classes aspresented in the Handbook of Alternative Assets. This completehandbook merges
data and strategies scattered in numerous volumesinto one handy guide for the serious investor. The four majorclasses discussed are: *
Hedge funds * Commodity and managed futures * Private equity * Credit derivatives Organized by sections-one for each alternative asset
class-theHandbook of Alternative Assets demonstrates the benefits and risksof each alternative asset and reveals how these asset classes
canbe incorporated into a diversified portfolio. Through expert advice, the Handbook of Alternative Assets detailseach of four major
alternative asset classes and breaks down theirquantitative statistical value as well. With this comprehensivehandbook on your desk, you'll
begin to use alternative assetclasses to both hedge and expand any portfolio.
Since the early 1980s, private equity investors have heralded and shepherded massive changes in American capitalism. From outsourcing to
excessive debt taking, private equity investment helped normalize once-taboo business strategies while growing into an over $3 trillion
industry in control of thousands of companies and millions of workers. Daniel Scott Souleles opens a window into the rarefied world of private
equity investing through ethnographic fieldwork on private equity financiers. Songs of Profit, Songs of Loss documents how and why investors
buy, manage, and sell the companies that they do; presents the ins and outs of private equity deals, management, and valuation; and
explains the historical context that gave rise to private equity and other forms of investor-led capitalism. In addition to providing invaluable
ethnographic insight, Songs of Profit, Songs of Loss is also an anthropological study of inequality as Souleles connects the core components
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of financial capitalism to economic disparities. Souleles uses local ideas of “value” and “time” to frame the ways private equity investors
comprehend their work and to show how they justify the prosperity and poverty they create. Throughout, Souleles argues that understanding
private equity investors as contrasted with others in society writ large is essential to fully understanding private equity within the larger context
of capitalism in the United States.
"Hedge Fund Analysis will provide a broad framework covering the hedge fund due diligence process from initial screening to analytical
techniques, interviewing skills, and legal and contract negotiations. Having guided the reader through the selection process, it will
demonstrate a variety of mechanisms for monitoring and tracking hedge funds and the underlying hedge fund portfolios. This comprehensive
guide will explain each stage of the process in minute detail, providing specific examples which fully explain the benefits and pitfalls that can
occur on each step of the way. Every analytic tool and technique available will be explored, and arguments will be supported with examples
of real situations. This book has five sections. Section 1 will provide a detailed background and illustration on how to source hedge funds and
how to screen through them (there are 7,000+ of them out there, so screening is critical). Section 2 will lay out a thorough process for
evaluating the funds, from initial interviewing to performance analysis to a primer of interviewing techniques, including both verbal and non
verbal communication (body language). Section 3 will break out what questions to ask by strategy. It is important to know what key risk
factors are by strategy and to ask the "right" questions. Each major strategy will have its own chapter that will discuss the strategy, associated
risks and a detailed list of questions (along with right and wrong responses). Section 4 incorporates non-investment analysis such as
operational due diligence and risk management. Section 5 shows how to evaluate all the components of the due diligence process to rank a
hedge fund's strengths and weaknesses. This section will also cover how to put together a portfolio of hedge funds and how to monitor
investments once they are made"-As our economy evolves, private equity groups, hedge funds, and investment banks compete and cooperate in different ways. Their recent
innovations are reported and analyzed by the 3rd edition of David Stowell’s landmark book, which adds three new cases, significantly
revisions of most chapters, and updated figures, tables, and exhibits. It captures the actual work that associates and vice presidents do,
providing readers with templates for real transactions. Finally, it provides significantly more content about the ways liquidity is supplied in
secondary markets, including an overview of high frequency trading/electronic market making, quantitative trading strategies, and the
evolution of cash equities from open outcry pits to fully electronic central limit order books. Includes a new chapter on China to accompany
nine heavily updated chapters Integrates three new cases with relevant chapters in the book to create real world applications of chapter
teachings Employs spreadsheet models to enable readers to create analytical frameworks for considering choices, opportunities and risks
described in the cases
Praise for Active Alpha "Active alpha is the quest for every sophisticated investor. Thisbook covers all of the key alpha sources currently
mined by activemanagers, reduces the complexity of the subject, and helps theinvestor get started in the right direction." -Mark Anson, Chief
Executive Officer, Hermes Pensions ManagementLtd. "Long-held traditional methods for investing large portfolios aregiving way to new
processes that are designed to improveproductivity and diversification. These changes find their locus inthe sometimes overly mysterious
world of absolute returnstrategies. In this book, Alan Dorsey demystifies that new worldand provides a guiding pathway into the future of
professionalportfolio management. This is an important read for any investorwho plans to succeed going forward." -Britt Harris, Chief
Investment Officer, Teacher Retirement Systemof Texas "With great lucidity, Alan Dorsey's book, Active Alpha, fills animportant void by
identifying the relevant institutional featuresof this complex subject and by providing a unifying analyticframework for understanding and
constructing portfolios ofalternative assets. For anyone investing in the alternative class,from the new student to the experienced practitioner,
Active Alphais a necessary read. I am recommending it to everyone I know withsuch an interest, and it is destined to become a much
thumbedreference on my shelf." -Steve Ross, Franco Modigliani Professor of Financial Economics,Sloan School, MIT
Alternative investments such as hedge funds, private equity, and fund of funds continue to be of strong interest among the investment
community. As these investment strategies have become increasingly complex, fund managers have continued to devote more time and
resources towards developing best practice operations to support the actual trade processing, fund accounting, and back-office mechanics
that allow these strategies to function. Representative of this operational growth, estimates have indicated that fund managers have seen
increased operating budgets of 30% or more in recent years. In today’s highly regulated environment, alternative investment managers have
also increasingly had to integrate rigorous compliance and cybersecurity oversight into fund operations. Additionally, with recent advances in
artificial intelligence and big data analysis, fund managers are devoting larger portions of their information technology budgets towards
realizing technology-based operational efficiencies. Alternative investment fund service providers have also substantially increased their
scope and breadth of their operations-related services. Furthermore, investors are increasingly performing deep-dive due diligence on fund
manager operations at both fund level and management company levels. This book provides current and practical guidance on the
foundations of how alternative investment managers build and manage their operations. While other publications have focused on
generalized overviews of historical trading procedures across multiple asset classes, and the technical intricacies of specific legacy
operational procedures, Alternative Investment Operations will be the first book to focus on explaining up-to-date information on the specific
real-world operational practices actually employed by alternative investment managers. This book will focus on how to actually establish and
manage fund operations. Alternative Investment Operations will be an invaluable up-to-date resource for fund managers and their operations
personnel as well as investors and service providers on the implementation and management of best practice operations.
Other books present corporate finance approaches to the venture capital and private equity industry, but many key decisions require an
understanding of the ways that law and economics work together. This revised and updated 2e offers broad perspectives and principles not
found in other course books, enabling readers to deduce the economic implications of specific contract terms. This approach avoids the
common pitfalls of implying that contractual terms apply equally to firms in any industry anywhere in the world. In the 2e, datasets from over
40 countries are used to analyze and consider limited partnership contracts, compensation agreements, and differences in the structure of
limited partnership venture capital funds, corporate venture capital funds, and government venture capital funds. There is also an in-depth
study of contracts between different types of venture capital funds and entrepreneurial firms, including security design, and detailed cash
flow, control and veto rights. The implications of such contracts for value-added effort and for performance are examined with reference to
data from an international perspective. With seven new or completely revised chapters covering a range of topics from Fund Size and
Diseconomies of Scale to Fundraising and Regulation, this new edition will be essential for financial and legal students and researchers
considering international venture capital and private equity. An analysis of the structure and governance features of venture capital contracts
In-depth study of contracts between different types of venture capital funds and entrepreneurial firms Presents international datasets from
over 40 countries around the world Additional references on a companion website Contains sample contracts, including limited partnership
agreements, term sheets, shareholder agreements, and subscription agreements
A comprehensive look at the private equity arena With private equity differing from other asset classes, it requires a whole new approach for
those trained in more traditional investments such as stocks and bonds. But with the right guidance, you can gain a firm understanding of
everything private equity has to offer. This reliable resource provides a comprehensive view of private equity by describing the current state of
research and best practices in this arena. Issues addressed include the structure of private equity funds and fundraising, the financial and
real returns of private equity, and the structure of private equity investments with investees, to name a few. Discusses the role of private
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equity in today's financial environment Provides international perspectives on private equity Details the regulation of private equity markets
Filled with in-depth insights and expert advice, this book will provide you with a better understanding of private equity structures and put you
in a better position to measure and analyze their performance.
This Handbook provides a comprehensive picture of the issues surrounding the structure, governance, and performance of private equity.
Develop and manage a private equity compliance program Compliance has become one of the fastest-growing areas in the private equity
(PE) space. Mirroring trends from the hedge fund industry, recent surveys indicate that PE managers rank compliance as the single most
challenging aspect of their business. Reports also indicate that PE compliance spending has rapidly outpaced other PE operating costs with
recent estimates indicating that individual PE funds on average spend at least 15 - 20% of their operating budgets on this area. General
Partners (GPs) have also significantly ramped up the hiring of private equity compliance related roles. Private Equity Compliance provides
current and practical guidance on key private equity (PE) compliance challenges and trends. Packed with detailed, practical guidance on
developing and managing a private equity compliance program, it offers up-to-date case studies and an analysis of critical regulatory
enforcement actions on private equity funds in areas including conflict of interest, fees, expenses, LP fun raising disclosures, and valuations.
• Provides real-world compliance guidance • Offers information that is tailored to the current compliance practices employed by GPs in the
private equity industry. • Provides guidance on managing the compliance risks associated with cybersecurity and information technology risk
• Serves as a PE-focused complement to the author's previous book, Hedge Fund Compliance If you’re a private equity investor or
compliance officer looking for trusted guidance on analyzing conflicts, fees, and risks, this is one reference you can’t be without.
With about $450 billion in assets, funds of hedge funds are the most recent darling of investors. While hedge funds carry high risk for the
promise of high returns they are designed for the very rich and for large institutional investors such as pension funds. A Fund of Hedge Funds
(FOF) spreads investments among a number of hedge funds to reduce risk and provide diversification, while maintaining the potential for
higher than average returns. Odds are that some pension fund of yours is invested heavily in these products, and more recently these FOFs
have been opened to more and more individual investors in offshore jurisdictions with lower minimum entry levels. Since this is a new and
extremely fast-moving financial phenomenon, academic research has just begun in earnest, and this is the first book to present rigorous
academic research by some of the leading lights in academic finance, carefully analyzing the broad array of issues involved in FOFs. * With
over $450 billion in assets, hedge funds of funds are the darling of investors * First book to present rigorous academic research about funds
of funds * Leading lights in academic finance from around the world analyze the broad array of issues involved in funds of funds
This book provides the clearest, most concise analysis available on the legal and regulatory issues arising in connection with private
investment funds. It advises legal practitioners on the structuring, formation, and operation of a range of asset classes, including hedge funds,
venture capital funds, private equity funds, and real estate funds.
In-depth Level II exam preparation direct from the CAIA Association CAIA Level II is the official study guide for the Chartered Alternative
Investment Analyst professional examination, and an authoritative guide to working in the alternative investment sphere. Written by the
makers of the exam, this book provides in-depth guidance through the entire exam agenda; the Level II strategies are the same as Level I,
but this time you'll review them through the lens of risk management and portfolio optimisation. Topics include asset allocation and portfolio
oversight, style analysis, risk management, alternative asset securitisation, secondary market creation, performance and style attribution and
indexing and benchmarking, with clear organisation and a logical progression that allows you to customise your preparation focus. This new
third edition has been updated to align with the latest exam, and to reflect the current practices in the field. The CAIA designation was
developed to provide a standardized knowledge base in the midst of explosive capital inflow into alternative investments. This book provides
a single-source repository of that essential information, tailored to those preparing for the Level II exam. Measure, monitor and manage funds
from a risk management perspective Delve into advanced portfolio structures and optimisation strategies Master the nuances of private
equity, real assets, commodities and hedge funds Gain expert insight into preparing thoroughly for the CAIA Level II exam The CAIA Charter
programme is rigorous and comprehensive, and the designation is globally recognised as the highest standard in alternative investment
education. Candidates seeking thorough preparation and detailed explanations of all aspects of alternative investment need look no further
than CAIA Level II.
A jargon-free guide to how investment funds operate and have broken free of the financial crises to grow and prosper In One Step Ahead,
Timothy Spangler – author of the award-winning Forbes.com blog “Law of the Market” – provides a compelling account of how flexible and
entrepreneurial investment firms can prosper in a volatile and rapidly changing financial world. From the Occupy Movement to the purchase
of well-known household brands by private equity firms, Spangler investigates how the structures of alternative investment funds enable them
to adapt and react nimbly and effectively to today’s shifting economic and financial landscape. Unpicking the debates and putting disputes in
context, Spangler answers the difficult questions: Are new regulations sufficient to prevent another global financial crash? Have regulators got
to grips with the institutional failings that allowed Bernie Madoff to fleece investors? Instead of a hedge fund problem or even a private equity
problem do we simply have a public pension plan problem? One Step Ahead is the essential, jargon-free guide to understanding how private
equity and hedge funds drive financial markets and how they have become vital wealth creation vehicles for both private and public investors
in the global economy.
"The best guide to private equity funds. Insight and explanations for both fund sponsors and investors. The gold standard." --Andrew Zalasin,
General Partner and CFO: RRE Ventures Best Practices for Organizing and Managing a Fund With nearly $7 trillion invested in more than
20,000 funds, investor interest in the private equity industry has returned, despite the economic turmoil of recent years. Still, guidance about
the organization and administration of these funds is tough to find. This 1,400+ page resource, will equip corporate lawyers, investment
professionals, and tax practitioners and with best practices to manage these funds effectively. Private Equity Funds: Business Structure and
Operations covers a wide range of important issues, such as: the key economic differences between various types of funds; structuring the
private equity fund to meet economic expectations and investment goals; securing maximum tax benefits for the sponsor of the fund; duties of
the fund's General Partner and Investment Advisor; the major regulatory issues affecting the private equity fund; and much more. Private
Equity Funds: Business Structure and Operations reflects the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2007 to 2009. The authors also focus on
cyber risk and the compliance obligations of investment advisers.
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